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Role Summary/Purpose:

Fulaz
Heavy Steel Structure Fabrication
Erection Foreman
Experienced

Saudi Arabia
Rabigh

Erection Foreman, responsible for all erection activities will done at sits,
will be reported Sit Enginer .give all technical supports to the erection
team to finish the erection in required time .

Essential Responsibilities:
‐Inspect material at arrival on site according to the shipment documents
and packing list and point out any damages occurred during
transportation.
‐Prepare the works according to the erection drawings and procedures.
‐Maintain proper work arrangement, flow of materials, man power and
ensure that tasks are completed as scheduled.
‐Supervise the equipment assembly and erection in a safe manner and
according to the appropriate standards.
‐Indicate the best procedures to perform all tasks.
‐Highlight advantages and disadvantages in using alternative work
methods.
‐Interpret drawings and provide solution on any errors and decision
making for minor discrepancies.
‐Maintain quality workmanship at all the time.
‐Check the correct execution of the works according to the quality plan.
‐Identify anticipate and mitigate deficiencies and develop solution to
problems encountered during construction to ensure compliance
quality standards.
‐Decide on stopping a task regards to lack of safety or quality.
‐Maintain real‐time knowledge of the work status and timely submit
work progress report.
‐Attend to construction site meetings.
‐Expert in all types in lifting tools & it capability
Qualifications/Requirements:
‐High School diploma 5 years As min .
‐Min 10 years experience in same field
Skills:
‐Good English command, both oral and written communications.
‐Good knowledge of Microsoft Office software.
‐Expert in reading drawings, maintaining quality workmanship as well as
safety at all times on a construction site.

‐Strong leadership and communication skills to clearly and effectively
communicate with construction crews on the construction site.
‐Proactive, goal oriented and problem solver.

